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For Schools and Colleges For Various competigie
exams such as MBA (CAT,MAT,XLRI, FMS etc.),
GRE, GMAT, Bank PO, RBI, SSC, RRBs, NDA,
CDS and LLB Entrance For those who aspire to read
and write better
This book explores the working principles of all kinds
of turbomachines. The same theoretical framework
is used to analyse the different machine types.
Fundamentals are first presented and theoretical
concepts are then elaborated for particular machine
types, starting with the simplest ones.For each
machine type, the author strikes a balance between
building basic understanding and exploring
knowledge of practical aspects. Readers are invited
through challenging exercises to consider how the
theory applies to particular cases and how it can be
generalised. The book is primarily meant as a course
book. It teaches fundamentals and explores
applications. It will appeal to senior undergraduate
and graduate students in mechanical engineering
and to professional engineers seeking to understand
the operation of turbomachines. Readers will gain a
fundamental understanding of turbomachines. They
will also be able to make a reasoned choice of
turbomachine for a particular application and to
understand its operation. Basic design of the
simplest turbomachines as a centrifugal fan, an axial
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steam turbine or a centrifugal pump, is also possible
using the topics covered in the book.
Probability and Statistics (GTU)McGraw-Hill
Education
S. Chand's Physics, designed to serve as a textbook
for students pursuing their engineering degree
course, B.E. in Gujarat Technical University. The
book is written with the singular objective of
providing the students of GTU with a distinct source
material as per the syllabus. The philosophy of
presentation of the material in the book is based
upon decades of classroom interaction of the
authors. In each chapter, the fundamental concepts
pertinent to the topic are highlighted and the inbetween continuity is emphasized. Throughout the
book attention is given to the proper presentation of
concepts and practical applications are cited to
highlight the engineering aspects. A number of
problems are solved. New problems are included in
order to expedite the learning process of students of
all hues and to improve their academic performance.
The fundamental concepts are emphasized in each
chapter and the details are developed in an easy-tofollow style. Each chapter is divided into smaller
parts and sub-headings are provided to make the
reading a pleasant journey from one interesting topic
to another important topic.
This book is designed for the 3rd semester gtu
engineering students pursuing the probability and
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statistics (code 3130006). The crisp but complete
explanation of topics will help the students easily
understand the basic concepts. The tutorial
approach (I.E. Teach by example) followed in the
text will enable students develop a logical
perspective to solving problems.
Machine Design is interdisciplinary and draws its
matter from different subjects such as
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Production
Engineering, Mathematics etc. to name a few. As
such, this book serves as a databook for various
subjects of Mechanical Engineering. It also acts as a
supplement to our popular book, Design of Machine
Elements. It’s a concise, updated data handbook
that maps with the syllabi of all major universities
and technical boards of India as well as professional
examining bodies such as Institute of Engineers.
This brand new textbook covers all of the core topics
found on Introduction to Management modules, and
the author's clear, accessible writing style guides
students through the world of management. The
book also goes a step further to enourage students
to develop a critical mindset and think about
academic debates around the subject. Innovative
Skillsets linked to each substantive chapter integrate
practical skills with the topics. Skills such as time
management, critical analysis, referencing, personal
development planning and reviewing literature are
included. Clear, step-by-step guidance helps
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students develop each skill, understand why it is
important, and see how the topic is relevant to
practical applications in the real world of business. A
truly international range of case studies broadens
students' horizons and encourages them to look
beyond the standard examples from the UK and
America. Emerging markets are becoming ever more
important in the rapidly changing business
environment, a fact reflected by the inclusion of case
studies from the Middle East, Latin America and
Africa. Key featuresDesigned to help boost students'
academic grades and employability through the
provision of integrated Skillsets, which link practical
skills with topics in the textbook. These innovative
features also clearly demonstrate the relevance of
the theoretical material to the real world.A truly
international range of case studies broadens
students' horizons and encourages them to look
beyond the standard set of UK and American
examples. Emerging economies are given more
attention with detailed analysis of case studies from
the Middle East, Latin America and Africa.Case
studies analyse service and manufacturing
industries, not-for-profit organisations as well as
public and private companies. Entrepreneurs,
managers and leaders are also covered to provide
students with management insights from key
practitioners from a range of sectors.Critical
reflection boxes encourage students to develop a
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critical mindset and consider the academic debates
behind the theories.A range of online resources to
give students more insight into management.
Detailed podcast interviews with practitioners
expand upon the features in the textbook, and a
library of video links offers a variety of contemporary
and stimulating material to engage students.
Communicative English for Engineers and
Professionals covers the syllabi of B. Tech, BE,
B.Com, M.Com, BBA, MBA, hospitality, B. Pharma,
nursing, physiotherapy, and other courses. It
integrates learning modules for spoken and written
skills in English to give the readers an edge in their
careers. Focusing on the requirements of
professionals and students, this book equips them to
effectively communicate and present themselves at
their workplace and other interactive spheres.
This book contains algorithms and equivalent
program and also calculate complexity of
algorithms.After reading this book anybody can be in
the position to find complexity.
What constitutes an island and the archaeology
contained within? Is it the physicality of its boundary
(between shoreline and sea)? Does this physical
barrier extend further into a watery zone?
Archaeologically, can islands be defined by cultural
heritage and influence? Clearly, and based on these
few probing questions, islands are more than just
lumps of rock and earth sitting in the middle of a sea
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or ocean. An island is a space which, when
described in terms of topography, landscape form
and resources, becomes a place. A place can
sometimes be delineated with barriers and
boundaries; it may also have a perimeter and can be
distinguished from the space that surrounds it. The
16 papers presented here explore the physicality,
and levels of insularity of individual islands and
island groups during prehistory through a series of
case studies on Neolithic island archaeology in the
Atlantic and Mediterranean regions. For the eastern
Atlantic (the Atlantic Archipelago) papers discuss the
sacred geographies and material culture of Neolithic
Gotland, Orkney, and Anglesey and the architecture
of and ritual behavior associated with megalithic
monuments in the Channel Islands and the Scilly
Isles. The Mediterranean region is represented by a
different type of Neolithic, both in terms of
architecture and material culture. Papers discuss
theoretical constructs and ritual deposition, cave
sites, ritualized and religious aspects of Neolithic
death and burial; metaphysical journeys associated
with the underworld in Late Neolithic Malta and the
possible role of its Temple Period art in ritual
activities; and palaeoenvironmental evidence from
the Neolithic monuments of Corsica. The cases
examined illustrate the diversity of the evidence
available that affords a better understanding of the
European-Mediterranean Neolithic 'island society',
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not least the effects of interaction/contact and/or
geographical insularity/isolation, all factors that are
considered to have consequences for the
establishment and modification of cultures in island
settings.
This book is intended as an undergraduate text
introducing matrix methods as they relate to
engineering problems. It begins with the
fundamentals of mathematics of matrices and
determinants. Matrix inversion is discussed, with an
introduction of the well known reduction methods.
Equation sets are viewed as vector transformations,
and the conditions of their solvability are explored.
Orthogonal matrices are introduced with examples
showing application to many problems requiring
three dimensional thinking. The angular velocity
matrix is shown to emerge from the differentiation of
the 3-D orthogonal matrix, leading to the discussion
of particle and rigid body dynamics. The book
continues with the eigenvalue problem and its
application to multi-variable vibrations. Because the
eigenvalue problem requires some operations with
polynomials, a separate discussion of these is given
in an appendix. The example of the vibrating string is
given with a comparison of the matrix analysis to the
continuous solution. Table of Contents: Matrix
Fundamentals / Determinants / Matrix Inversion /
Linear Simultaneous Equation Sets / Orthogonal
Transforms / Matrix Eigenvalue Analysis / Matrix
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Analysis of Vibrating Systems
Thorough reference to numerical techniques used
for simulating metal forming operations.
Table of contents
This book has been designed as per the
Mathematics - 2 course offered in the first year to the
undergraduate engineering students of GTU. The
book provides in-depth coverage and complete
explanation of topics which will help in easy
understanding of the basic concepts. The methodical
approach followed in the book will enable readers to
develop a logical outlook for the course. Salient
Features: ? Complete coverage of the GTU syllabus
? Solutions of GTU examination questions within
chapters ? Diverse pedagogy o Chapter outline,
Points to remember etc. o Solved examples within
chapters: 649 o Unsolved problems within chapters:
561
When it comes to learning linear algebra, engineers
trust Anton. The tenth edition presents the key
concepts and topics along with engaging and
contemporary applications. The chapters have been
reorganized to bring up some of the more abstract
topics and make the material more accessible. More
theoretical exercises at all levels of difficulty are
integrated throughout the pages, including true/false
questions that address conceptual ideas. New
marginal notes provide a fuller explanation when
new methods and complex logical steps are included
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in proofs. Small-scale applications also show how
concepts are applied to help engineers develop their
mathematical reasoning.
Short and Simple Description and deeeply explained
the Fundamental concepts.
This book has been designed as per the
Mathematics-1 course offered in the first year to the
undergraduate engineering students of Gujarat
Technical University. It provides crisp but complete
explanation of topics which helps in easy
understanding of the basic concepts. The systematic
approach followed in the book enables readers to
develop a logical perspective for solving problems.
The book also contains the list of basic formulas and
the solutions on 2018 university asked questions.
Highlights: 1. Crisp content designed strictly as per
the latest GTU syllabus 2. Comprehensive coverage
with lucid presentation style 3. Solutions of previous
GTU examination questions 4. Diverse pedagogy
includes Chapter outline, Points to remember etc. ;
850+ Solved examples and 500+ Unsolved problems
for practicing
This book is designed for students of GTU studying
the course on Environmental Science. Maintaining a
holistic approach throughout, the book offers easy
and logical comprehension for understanding.
Concepts are explained through a variety of
illustrations which will enable the students to grasp
the subject easily. Highlights: 1. Complete coverage
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of the new GTU syllabus 2. Pictorial representation
of topics for easy retention and understanding 3.
Variety of chapter-end questions for students to ace
their examinations 4. Additional Solved Gujarat
Technical University Examination Questions from
previous year
Power System Operation and Control is
comprehensively designed for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in electrical engineering. This
book aims to meet the requirements of electrical
engineering students and is useful for practicing
engineers.
An agriscience textbook exploring such topics as
environmental technology, plant sciences, integrated
pest management, interior and exterior plantscape,
animal sciences, food science, and agribusiness.
Each topic has been explained from the examination
point of view, wherein the theory is presented in an
easy-to-understand student-friendly style. Full
coverage of concepts is supported by numerous
solved examples with varied complexity levels, which
is aligned to the latest GTU syllabus. Fundamental
and sequential explanation of topics are well aided
by examples and exercises. The solu¬tions of
examples are set follow¬ing a ‘tutorial’ approach,
which will make it easy for students from any
background to easily grasp the concepts. Exercises
with answers immediately follow the solved
examples enforcing a practice-based approach. We
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hope that the students will gain logical understanding
from solved problems and then reiterate it through
solving simi¬lar exercise problems themselves. The
unique blend of theory and application caters to the
requirements of both the students and the faculty.
Solutions of GTU examination questions are
incorporated within the text appropriately. Highlights
* Crisp content strictly as per the latest GTU syllabus
of Advanced Engineering Mathematics (Regulation
2014) * Comprehensive coverage with lucid
presentation style * Each section concludes with an
exercise to test understanding of topics * Solutions
of GTU examination papers from 2012 to 2014
present appropriately within the chapters * Solution
to Summer 2015 GTU question paper placed at the
end of the book * Rich exam-oriented pedagogy:
-Examples within chapters: 636 -Unsolved
Exercises: 571
Appropriate for upper-division undergraduate and
graduate level courses in computer vision found in
departments of computer science, computer
engineering and electrical engineering, this book
offers a treatment of modern computer vision
methods.
Part of the Essential Engineering Calculations
Series, this book presents step-by-step solutions of
the basic principles of mass transfer operations,
including sample problems and solutions and their
applications, such as distillation, absorption, and
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stripping. Presenting the subject from a strictly
pragmatic point of view, providing both the principles
of mass transfer operations and their applications,
with clear instructions on how to carry out the basic
calculations needed, the book also covers topics
useful for readers taking their professional exams.
Change Your Habits, Change Your Life is the followup to Tom Corleys bestselling book "Rich Habits."
Thanks to his extensive research of the habits of selfmade millionaires, Corley has identified the habits
that helped transform ordinary individuals into selfmade millionaires. Success no longer has to be a
secret passed down among only the elite and the
wealthy. No matter where you are in life, "Change
Your Habits, Change Your Life" will meet you there,
and guide you to success. In this book, you will learn
about:
Volume is indexed by Thomson Reuters CPCI-S
(WoS). This collection, of contributions reviewed by
international experts, covers: Road and Railway
Engineering, Transportation Planning, Construction
and Operation Organization, Modern Logistics
System Planning and Optimization, Vehicle
Engineering, Carrier Operation Engineering, ITS
Theory and Applications, Traffic Control and
Information Technology, Transportation and Social
Economic Development, Low-Carbon Transportation
Technology and Urban Transportation Planning and
Management. It provides many valuable insights.
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KROK 1 is a step1 exam for medical students in
Ukraine This is a guide with solved answers for
previous papers The BOOK includes various
selected standard exam-oriented questions and
answers. mainly emphasizes on the new exam
pattern All questions were simplified using a flow
chart and essential pictures. gives basic knowledge
about subjects and equips one for the examination.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
This book is designed based on revised syllabus of
Gujarat Technological University, Gujarat (AICTE
model curriculum) for under-graduate (B.Tech/BE)
students of all branches, those who study Basic
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Electrical Engineering as one of the subject in their
curriculum. The primary goal of this book is to
establish a firm understanding of the basic laws of
Electric Circuits, Network Theorems, Resonance,
Three-phase circuits, Transformers, Electrical
Machines and Electrical Installation.
Modern Surveying is unimaginable without the use of
electronic equipment and information technology.
Surveying with conventional systems has been
completely replaced with advanced automated
systems. Total Station, Global Positioning System
(GPS), Remote Sensing and Geographical
Information System (GIS) have all become an
inextricable part of surveying. Advanced Surveying:
Total Station, GIS and Remote Sensing provides a
thorough working knowledge of these technologies.
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd
edition for a course you are taking, it can be found
as a "other format" on amazon, or by searching its
isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete
mathematics is written for first and second year math
majors, especially those who intend to teach. The
text began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete
mathematics course at the University of Northern
Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction
to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to
proof" course for math majors. The course is usually
taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and
this text is written to help facilitate this. Four main
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topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and
graph theory. Along the way proofs are introduced,
including proofs by contradiction, proofs by
induction, and combinatorial proofs. The book
contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with
solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also
Investigate! activities throughout the text to support
active, inquiry based learning. While there are many
fine discrete math textbooks available, this text has
the following advantages: It is written to be used in
an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a
course for future math teachers. It is open source,
with low cost print editions and free electronic
editions. This third edition brings improved
exposition, a new section on trees, and a bunch of
new and improved exercises. For a complete list of
changes, and to view the free electronic version of
the text, visit the book's website at
discrete.openmathbooks.org
The book is designed to help the first year
engineering students in building their concepts in the
course on Programming for Problem Solving. It
introduces the subject in a simple and lucid manner
for a better understanding. It adopts a student
friendly approach to the subject matter with many
solved examples and unsolved questions,
illustrations and well-structured C programs.
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